
KFC POLITICAL FACTORS

PESTEL is an amalgam of initials of various factors that not only affect KFC but the entire industry as a whole- these
factors are namely Political.

No doubt, brands have to focus on how they market themselves. However, nowadays, many research papers
show the negative impact of eating fast food on health and encourage people to limit fast food consumption
Schlosser,  KFC will do some research on what payment methods is convenient for their customers, then only
check whether collect money in the form of cash or plastic money. They identified their target audience profile
as busy parents who are looking for ready to eat food on their way home and since this happens often they
want something affordable they started putting their ads whenever these customers would search for nearest
food options, also the app would show the distance measured to the nearest outlet. The second element is
economic. A company in the textile industry, for example, is not expected to incur the same level of pollution
and environmental degradation as an oil company. Some of the brands have even focused on having
sustainable and compliant supply chains. It is same meaning of rate of change. Legal Factors that Impact KFC
The government institutions and frameworks in a country, while technically also political and thus subject to
whichever political party holds the majority in a government body, are also legal and thus should be
considered in a PESTEL analysis. Customers: KFC aims to final customers. The worst restaurant of the year
award goes to Kentucky Fried Chicken. SWOT Analysis i. On the other hand, Singapore has well- trained
workforce as well as the best skilled labour in Asia, so it will provide good skilled employees for KFC. The
use of the products can vary from industrial purpose to private consumption. The macro environment focuses
on five mains parts which are Law and politics, economy, technology, social issues and demographic. Looking
at the graph above we can see that Yum! KFC is a brand and operating segment, called a "concept" of Yum!
Implementing the proper regulations may be expensive, but KFC has to engage in it, not only due to the law
but also out of KFC's personal feeling of ethical and social responsibility to other human beings. The Political
environment is often a direct consequence of the political parties in power, which represents the popular
opinion of the citizens of the region. While some of the factors mentioned above are completely Therefore,
KFC need a good organizational structure to achieve its goals. Kentucky Fried Chicken, also known as KFC, a
famous chicken chains restaurant, was introduced to Britain in and the first store was in Preston.


